
 

Back Pack

Episode No Episode Tiltle Description Total Run Time

Episode 1 Dubrovnik,Croatia

Dubrovnik is a town which breathes its History. The city has a haunted island, a war 

museum, dramatic monuments and mesmerising landscapes. Know more about the place 

where eating ice-creams and orange-roofs are an indispensable part of its culture.   

25:36:00

Episode 2 Barc & Split,Croatia

Welcome to Brac, the city where we explore Croatia’s adventurous side with windsurfing 

and ATV rides. Followed by that, join us on our trail through Diocletian’s palace to regale 

the stories of the cruelest emperor of Split.

28:42:00

Episode 3 Split & Salona,Croatia

Split is a town whose gory past will give you goosebumps. We continue our trail back in 

time to find out how the cruelest emperor of Split met his ironic fate. We then move on to 

Salona, a town that’s a must-visit for all The Game of Thrones fans. 

24:29:00

Episode 4 Zadar,Croatia

In Zadar, watch how the sea strings up music and sun lights up a dance floor at night. Visit 

the unusual Museum of Ancient Glass and finally, take time off all the rush and get lost in 

the natural beauty of a canyon flanked by limestone cliffs.  

24:35:00

Episode 5 Plitvice Lopar & Zagreb,Croatia

Trek in Plitvice through a national park orchestrated with rhythms of more than 90 

waterfalls. Later, discover Rab island’s favourite secret recipe and walk through a series 

of emotions in the Museum of Broken Relationships in Zagreb.

28:29:00

Episode 6 Goa, India

The gateway for tourists in India, Goa, is a perfect blend of archaic Portuguese 

influence and a happy-go-lucky vibe. But that’s not all, there is a lot of adventure 

hidden in this passive paradise. Join us in Goa to explore its untouched beauty.

26:16:07

Episode 7 Badami, India

Our time in Goa ends with some shopping at the Palolem market, after which we 

head to Badami, Karnataka. Take a journey back in time to the Bhootnath temple 

dedicated to God of spirit, souls and ghosts and the monolithic rock-cut caves of 

Badami.

23:27:01

Episode 8 Hampi, India

A trek to the secluded Sidlaphadi in Badami is sure to pump up your energy for the 

day. The next stop on our Backpack journey is Hampi, where the Virupaksha and 

Hazara Rama temples tell stories of empires and cultures.

26:04:06

Episode 9 Kabini, India

We’ll be exploring the Vithhala temple in Hampi followed by The Lotus Mahal, which 

depicts the Indo-Islamic architectural style. We’ll then go on a jungle safari at Nagarhole 

National Park in Kabini and get the taste of traditional Kannada food. 

25:15:17

Episode 10 Kozikoze & Alleppey, India

In Kabini, we end our stay with a boat safari. Our next stop is Kerala, where we will be 

welcomed by the mesmerising Kappad beach in Kozhikode and the tranquility of staying in 

a houseboat in Alleppey’s backwaters.

23:32:04

Episode 11 Cochin, India

Kerala’s backwaters are a way of life. We step into a houseboat to explore the scenic 

views and cuisine of the spice capital of India. After getting a feel of Alleppey and Cochin, 

join us in a 2 day cycling tour to Munnar’s tea plantations.

24:31:10

Episode 12 Ahemdabad & Gir, India

Join us in Ahmedabad, a bustling metropolis with the contrastingly tranquil Sabarmati 

ashram just 20 minutes away. From there we will be heading to spot some Asiatic lions in 

Gir forest - the only natural habitat of their surviving population.  

24:07:02

Episode 13 Kutch, India

Kutch is known for the dramatic contrast of the colourful cultural fiesta of ‘Rann Utsav’ 

against the backdrop of a barren white salt desert. Join us here to explore the desert 

lifestyle of India. ‘Kutch nahi dekha toh kuch nahi dekha’.

23:36:07

Episode 14 Jaisalmer, India

Jaisalmer, the Golden City, has a skyline dominated by the majestic fort called the ‘Sonar 

Qila’. Our backpack journey takes you through the rustic charm of this city. From there, 

we further venture into the Sam sand dunes to take a desert safari.

23:28:12

Episode 15 Jodhpur & Nimaj, India

Backpack with us through Rajasthan, as we go to a temple where a motorcycle is 

worshiped and zip line through the 15th century fort of Jodhpur. And finally, we visit 

Nimaj, where we step into the life of the locals. 

24:46:03

Episode 16 Jakarta & JogJakarta, Indoensia

A lively square in Jakarta was once where prisoners were impaled and executed - Join us

on our Backpack journey through Indonesia to unearth such interesting secrets about its

capital and then explore Yogyakarta’s love of Borobudur, batik and bling.

27.25.47

Episode 17
Mt. Bromo & Komodo National 

Park, Indonesia

Peek into the heaving crater of Mt. Bromo and if that doesn’t get your blood racing, we

have a tryst with the endangered Komodo dragons, who can kill with a bite, waiting for

you. Catch that one tiny delicious taste of danger with us.

23.11.00

Episode 18 Labuan Bajo & Bali, Indonesia

We continue on our backpack trail through Indonesia to chance upon secluded beaches

with rose-tinted sand and stumble into the remote pockets of the distinct Manggaraian

culture. Stay with us as we unwind in Bali, next, and let the peace take over.

TBC

Episode 19 Bali, Indonesia

We continue backpacking through the ‘Land of Gods’ and tap its spiritual vein through the

spectacular temples. We then move on to another, more popular facet of Bali - the

beaches, for some thrilling activities and breathtaking experiences.    

TBC


